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Abstract: Well developed and enforced building codes are a critical foundation to achieving a more
resilient community. Over the last two decades, Florida has taken aggressive steps to
adopt and enforce a statewide building code. Florida is now considered to have one of
the strongest building codes in the nation, but as often is the case, it took a major
catastrophe for the state to get serious about adopting and enforcing building codes. A
review of claims data and field research shows new building codes adopted after
Hurricane Andrew (August 1992) was extremely effective in reducing damage from
Hurricanes Irma and Michael. Advancements include an expanded windborne debris
area, enhanced roof and wall sheathing attachment requirements, requiring roof covers
with higher wind ratings, and mandating design pressure‐rated doors and windows
(especially pressure‐rated garage doors). This session will preview building code trends
across Florida and the county, with a special focus on the FORTIFIED Home standard
developed by the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety. The session will also
explore new public policy mitigation incentives at the federal level and how Florida is
preparing for significant new mitigation funding dollars.
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